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Abstract
The context resolution (CR) component of a conversational
dialogue system is responsible for interpreting a user’s utter-
ance in the context of previously spoken user utterances, spatial
and temporal context, inference, and shared world knowledge.
This paper describes a new and independent CR server for the
GALAXY conversational system framework. Among the func-
tionality provided by the CR server is the inheritance and mask-
ing of historical information, pragmatic verification, as well as
reference and ellipsis resolution. The new server additionally
features a process that attempts to reconstruct the intention of
the user given a robust parse of an utterance. Design issues are
described, followed by a description of each function in the con-
text resolution process along with examples. The effectiveness
of the CR server in various domains attests to its success as a
module for context resolution.

1. Introduction
Context resolution (CR) is an intuitive process in the course of
a human-human dialogue. Consider the deceivingly simple ut-
terance, Put it there. The interpretations of it and there can
assume many different meanings, depending on the prior con-
versation, the environmental context, the accompanying hand
gestures, etc. In human-human dialogue, a participant draws
upon the history of the dialogue, physical and temporal context,
inference, shared world knowledge, and even common sense to
interpret and, if necessary, disambiguate another dialogue par-
ticipant’s utterance.

In spite of significant effort in designing and building
human-computer conversational systems to date [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9], there has not yet emerged from the research commu-
nity a clear view of how to organize all the activities that need to
take place in the gap between recognition of the user query and
synthesis of the system response. In particular, there is by no
means a common convention established on how to distribute
discourse-related functionality among system components. We
suspect this lack of consensus is due, in part, to the fact that
almost every task performed by such an entity depends on con-
textual information that is distributed among many components.
Pressured to localize all the knowledge in one place, some sys-
tems choose to handle all discourse and dialogue modeling in a
single component [1, 2], while other systems take the approach
of distributing discourse functionality to several specific mod-
ules, each of which has a clearly assigned role [3]. For example,
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chitecture presented by LuperFoy et al. [4] adopts three
onents – Dialogue Management, Context Tracking, and
atic Adaptation.
any of the phenomena of interest are explored in the study

course. Discourse can be defined as any form of conver-
or talk. From arguments to soliloquies, task-oriented di-

es to protests, we participate in many types of discourse
aily basis. Grosz posits that the study of discourse seeks

ers to two main questions [10]:
What information is conveyed by groups of utterances
that extends beyond their individual meanings?
How does context affect the meaning of an individual
utterance?

his point of view informs our design of dialogue systems,
we have tried to partition these two tasks into distinct

rs, which we call a context resolution (CR) server and a
ue manager. The first question deals with observing the

onships between utterances in order to recognize a goal
mind of the user. Since a user’s ultimate goal is often

in-dependent, we accomplish such goal recognition via a
ate dialogue manager for each domain.
ur CR server was designed to address the second of the
questions, that is, how are the ambiguities of a sin-

terance resolved using history, physical space, and com-
knowledge as context? The CR server is designed to be
letely domain-independent, controlled exclusively using
in-dependent information contained in external files. This
ach greatly facilitates the instantiation of context resolu-
apabilities for a new domain.
he CR server takes over processing of the user query af-
e natural language understanding server and passes con-
n to the dialogue manager. Its main input is a semantic
encoding the meaning of the user’s query, as deduced

e recognizer and the parsing engine. Its main output is a
in context, which is intended to represent an expansion of
er query into a meaning representation that fully specifies

ser’s intention at this point. The dialogue manager also
es context knowledge, such as the fact that the user has
ed a specific flight, but the knowledge needed to resolve

specific user query is held in the CR server. The CR server
aged once again after the dialogue manager has created a
frame. While it has no responsibility for altering the re-

t does incorporate into its history at this time appropriate
initiative information that will help it resolve subsequent

ueries.
he specific capabilities composing the CR server were
n in part because they can be formalized to follow com-
procedures for all domains, obtaining domain-dependent



{c display
:topic {q library

:number "plural"
:pred {p in

:topic {q town
:name "Cambridge"}}}}

Figure 1: Semantic frame for Show me libraries in Cambridge.

knowledge from external files. The information in these files
represents simple relationships among various concepts, which
can be consulted and utilized systematically in the context reso-
lution process. More complex functionalities, such as identify-
ing user goals, are handled by the dialogue manager, since the
domain-dependent nature of such capabilities often makes the
process unique for a specific domain.

The CR server draws on information from the past via its
history record. The semantic frame of each utterance is stored
in the history after context resolution is completed. A time-
ordered discourse entity list [11] is also maintained, which con-
tains every topic mentioned in the dialogue that the user may
subsequently reference. Entities presented in a Web browser
that are selected via a mouse click are also stored there. Further-
more, the CR server may at times need to make use of pragmatic
knowledge that can only be found in external knowledge re-
sources. In such a case it draws on the expertise of other servers
to solve the problem, by dispatching requests to a central hub in
a module-to-module sub-dialogue [12].

2. Galaxy Framework
Researchers in the Spoken Language Systems group at MIT
have been developing human-computer dialogue systems for
nearly fifteen years. These systems are developed within the
GALAXY Communicator architecture, which is a multi-modal
conversational system framework [12]. A GALAXY system is
configured around a central programmable hub which handles
the communications among various human language technol-
ogy servers, including servers for speech recognition and syn-
thesis, language understanding and generation, dialogue man-
agement, and context resolution, the topic of this paper.

In the GALAXY domains under development at MIT
(JUPITER for weather information [6], MERCURY for flight
reservations [5], ORION for off-line task delegation [7], PEGA-
SUS for flight arrival and departure information [8], VOYAGER

for city traffic and landmark information [9], and many others),
the linguistic knowledge from an utterance is encoded in a hier-
archical semantic frame. The top-level frame is always labeled
as clause (c), but subcomponents in the hierarchy can be clas-
sified as any of clause, topic (q), or predicate (p), which carry
linguistic meaning. Each such entity is also called a frame, and
typically contains additional information represented as keys
with associated values, which can also be frames. TINA [13],
the parsing component of the natural language server, parses
from a word graph produced by the recognizer and encodes the
best hypothesis as a semantic frame, organized according to the
parse tree structure. Figure 1 shows a semantic frame for the
utterance, Show me libraries in Cambridge.

3. Context Resolution Algorithm
The natural language server passes the frame to the CR server,
which then walks the frame through a sequence of stages, each
of which addresses a specific aspect of the context resolution
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ithm, as shown in Figure 2. Besides resolving context, the
erver may also reorganize the frame into a more mean-
l arrangement, controlled by an external table of semantic
onships. The stages in Figure 2 that do this reorganiza-
re Repair Topic Relationships, Form Obligatory Topic Re-
ships, and Repair Predicate Assignments. This type of
reorganization is not typically viewed as a discourse task,

seemed productive to us to give the CR server this respon-
y, since it already possesses extensive knowledge about
lationships among clauses, topics, and predicates within

omain. We have found that a powerful approach to han-
the problem of recognition errors leading to incoherent

nce structure is to allow the parser to extract a set of topics
gh a robust parse mechanism. The CR server can then in-
issing relationships and attempt to repair the frame as well
ssible, given external domain knowledge.
ronoun, deictic, and definite noun phrase resolution (Re-
Anaphora and Deixis in Figure 2) are additional func-
ities performed in the context resolution process. These
mena become more interesting in multi-modal domains

the physical context of the output display becomes
nt to the interpretation of a user’s input. GALAXY’s

-modal interface, WebGALAXY, allows spoken, typed, and
d input to a Web browser [14]. The CR server can handle
tegration of two mouse clicks in a single turn.
he inheritance of information from the history is another
onent of context resolution, handled by the Inherit/Mask
ry Using Pragmatics stage in Figure 2. The CR server con-
its history record, incorporating any relevant information
he semantics of the current user utterance. On the other
information that is contradictory or obsolete, given the

nt utterance, is not propagated and is, therefore, unavail-
s future context.
is often the case that the user utters a short fragment, par-

rly in response to a system prompt. For instance, the utter-
Yes, can only be interpreted in the context of the system’s
us query. If the system asks, Did you say to Boston, Mas-
setts? and the user answers, No, Austin, Texas, then the
hat Austin plays the role of a destination is known only
se the system prompted for the validity of a different des-

on. In other words, Austin is first incorporated into the
-initiative frame (replacing Boston) before being incor-

ed into the further context of the prior user utterances, to
perhaps, Show me flights from Denver to Austin, Texas
g on March 23. These phenomena are handled by the
le System Initiative and Resolve Ellipsis and Fragments
s in Figure 2.

The Sequence of CR Functions

mining the exact functions to be carried out by the CR
r and the optimal order of execution is a major challenge.
R server exploits and extends the set of functionalities,
were experimentally defined by examining collected di-

es within various GALAXY domains [15]. The sequence
nctions achieving the best performance, established by
nd-error, is described below. Experimenting with alter-
control sequences is simple, since the sequential order of

ion execution is specified in an external table provided by
stem developer, and thus can be easily rearranged. All

in-dependent knowledge and constraints are developer-
fied in external tables.
e will proceed through the context resolution algorithm

ining the operation of each stage. The examples in Table
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Figure 2: Context resolution algorithm.

1 will be referenced to help clarify the various functions.
Example 1 is taken from the log of a real user telephone in-

teraction in the MERCURY domain. This example will demon-
strate the effect of Repair Topic Relationships, Form Obligatory
Topic Relationships, and Repair Predicate Assignments. Exam-
ples 2 and 3 demonstrate the effect of Inherit/Mask History Us-
ing Pragmatics.

Repair Topic Relationships: In the event that a user’s utter-
ance cannot be fully parsed, the parser backs off to a robust
mode and places a collection of parsed fragments into a seman-
tic frame. These fragments are often topics with undefined rela-
tionships. The CR server consults a table and attempts to infer
a relationship, thereby linking the fragmentary topics.

The recognized utterance of example 1 contains the se-
quence the price the information... which the parser analyzes
as two distinct noun phrases with an undetermined relationship.
The CR server attempts to infer a relationship between them by
consulting an external rule file. Finding the relationship, infor-
mation for fare, the server links the two topics appropriately in
the semantic frame.

This stage occurs first in the algorithm since it functions
as a type of pre-processor, making sure that the base of topic
relationships is established before context resolution continues.

Resolve Anaphora and Deixis: The next step is to identify
appropriate antecedents for any anaphors present in the frame,
including pronouns (it, them) and definite and demonstrative
noun phrases (the bank, that flight). It also deals with deictic
(this, here) and ordinal (the third one) references. When any
of these references appears in the semantic frame, the discourse
entity list must be searched for an appropriate entity to resolve
the reference. The entity list is bounded and contains every
topic, explicitly or implicitly invoked, which may serve as an
antecedent. The first entity in the list that matches detailed con-
straints is chosen as the antecedent for a given anaphor.

Entities may have been selected via a mouse-click on a dis-
played list of items. For example, a user may click successively
in a single turn on two elements on a map while saying, I want
to go from here to there. Mouse-clicked entities are inserted
at the top of the entity list, so that they take priority. Tempo-
ral order is honored in associating multiple clicks with multiple
deictics. We are in the process of incorporating time stamps to
make such deictic reference resolution more precise.

Form Obligatory Topic Relationships: We have developed a
mechanism to more fully represent the information in a seman-
tic frame by allowing the developer to specify topic relation-
ships in which some topic must exist to form a relationship with
another topic already present in the semantic frame. If such an
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Example 1
Spoken:
Like to get some pricing information from Dayton to LA.
Recognized:
What is the price the information from Cleveland to LA?
Example 2
1. I want a flight to Denver.
2. I’ll leave from Boston, and connect in Chicago.
3. Do you have a nonstop flight?
Example 3
1. What is the weather like in Atlanta, Georgia?
2. Is it snowing in Augusta?

1: Examples to demonstrate stages of the CR algorithm.

atory topic relationship is not satisfied, the required rela-
ip and topic will be created by the CR server.
example 1, a constraint finds that, in the MERCURY do-
a fare is always associated with a flight. Therefore, a

topic is created to honor the obligatory fare for flight rela-
ip. At this stage, all the topics have been related as infor-
n for fare for flight.
he reason this stage follows the Resolve Anaphora and
s stage is that the resolution of a pronoun may result in
ligatory topic, in which case the relationship would no
r need to be created. For example, How much is it? may
oken by a user desiring the price of a flight. The parser

output the semantic relationship fare for it, it would be
ed to flight, and there would no longer be an obligatory
relationship to create.

ir Predicate Assignments: A generic mechanism has
developed whereby each clause and topic element is li-
d to contain specific predicates within its frame. The
r consults constraints to determine whether or not a given
cate is licensed to be in its current location. If not, a search
nsue to find another location in the semantic frame where
edicate is licensed.

example 1, neither the information topic nor the fare
supports the source (from Cleveland) or destination (to
ttributes. However, the flight topic, just created as an

atory topic in the previous stage, does support both source
estination. These attributes are moved into the new flight
in the semantic frame, resulting in a fully licensed arrange-
and a properly formed phrase structure: information for
or flight from Cleveland to LA.

it/Mask History Using Pragmatics: Once the input se-
c frame has been rationalized, a process of inheritance en-
to incorporate elements from the history record. Just as
cates can be licensed to occur within specific frames, so
n they be licensed to be inherited from history into spe-
rames.
efore an element can be inherited from the history, how-
there must first be a check to determine if there is any
r element already present in the current frame, which
block its inheritance. A pragmatic verification step can

e invoked, to ensure that an inheritance makes sense in
ysical world. Examples 2 and 3 in Table 1 will be used to
nstrate this mechanism.

example 2, the first utterance contributes a topic, flight,
destination, Denver, to the history record. The second

nce contributes a source, Boston, and a connection city,
go. In the third utterance, it occurs to the user that a non-



stop flight might be available. Source and destination are propa-
gated from the previous utterance. However, connection city is
masked by the presence of flight cycle = nonstop. The resulting
intention is nonstop flight from Boston to Denver. Many similar
masking constraints can easily be specified by the developer.

In example 3, after the first utterance has been spoken, the
history contains Atlanta and Georgia. The second utterance
contributes a new city, Augusta, which prevents Atlanta from
being inherited. Georgia has no masker and, thus, only depends
upon pragmatics to confirm that Augusta, Georgia is a valid
city. If the user had instead said, Is it snowing in Chicago?,
the pragmatics check on the city-state pair, Chicago, Georgia,
would fail and inheritance of Georgia would be blocked. The
CR server relies on the generation server to convert the hypoth-
esized city-state combination into an SQL query that will then
be processed by the database server, with the result returned to
the CR server for interpretation.

Handle System Initiative: When the system initiates a query,
such as Where are you traveling from?, it anticipates that the
user might simply respond with an isolated city or airport, e.g.,
Dayton. The dialogue manager provides a system initiative to
the CR server, informing it to interpret such an utterance frag-
ment as a departure city in this case.

There are situations in various GALAXY domains, where the
system prompts for a date, in which the role of the date (return
date for flight, check-in or check-out date for hotels, etc.) is
embedded in the prompt and provided to the CR server via a
system initiative. Similar to the example above, the CR server
assigns the appropriate role for the date in the user’s response.

Resolve Ellipsis and Fragments: An ellipsis is an utterance
from which the user has omitted information assumed to be un-
derstood by the system. The CR server often handles this by
inheriting the understood information from history during the
inheritance and masking stage of context resolution. A sentence
fragment, i.e., an utterance consisting of a stand-alone phrasal
unit rather than a complete clause, is handled by incorporat-
ing it into the clause of the previous utterance, replacing one or
more elements. Consider the utterance, Show me a library in
Boston, followed by, What about Cambridge? The latter phrase
contributes Cambridge as a concept, which is spliced into the
clause of the preceding utterance. Semantic constraints are uti-
lized to identify Boston and Cambridge as more semantically
consistent than library and Cambridge. Thus, the system un-
derstands, Show me a library in Cambridge, instead of Show
me Cambridge.

In a fragmentary response, whether the user had said from
Dayton or simply Dayton in response to a system initiative, the
utterance would be treated identically in this stage.

Update History Record: The last stage of context resolution is
updating the history record. First, the semantic frame is tra-
versed as each topic is appended to the discourse entity list,
which may already contain other entries from earlier in the di-
alogue. This updated list can then be used for reference reso-
lution in subsequent utterances. The semantic frame is stored
as the new history, which is used to propagate information as
context for future utterances. The stored frame may also serve
as the context into which a fragment may be spliced.

4. Discussion
The capabilities provided by the CR server are essential in a
spoken dialogue system. The server was developed in the MER-
CURY domain, but its generic design has facilitated the incorpo-
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of its functionality into all of our major GALAXY domains
TER, ORION, PEGASUS, VOYAGER). We believe that the
iveness of the CR server in this wide array of domains at-
o its success as a module for the context resolution aspect
course processing.
e are in the process of designing and implementing a

ic dialogue manager for GALAXY [16]. It is likely
ome of the newly emerging generic capabilities, such as
ime or geography processing, will be migrated into the CR
r. We will continue to refine the definition of the boundary
en these two components.
e are extending the multi-modal capabilities in GALAXY

lude hand gesture and pen-based interaction, which we ex-
o integrate easily into our framework. In parallel, we are
ding the capability to time-stamp individual linguistic ele-

of the parse tree, such that we can make more intelligent
ions about deictic reference resolution.
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